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Astrology
Author: Louis Macneice

Publisher: Bloomsbury books

Edition: 1st Edition

Book Size: 250mm x 170mm

Condition: As New

Jacket Condition: Very Good

Pages: 351

Volumes: 0

Binding: Hardcover

Description: In this fascinating and richly illustrated book Louis Macneice poet, playwright, and scolar takes an astringent
unprejudiced look at astrology in all its aspects. He examines its History presents the claims of both its supporters
and its detractors and gives examples of astrological prophecies that came true.
Book Ref: ASL-003043

£ 9.00
Astrology
Author: Louis Macniece

Publisher: Bloomsbury books
Book Size: 250mm x 170mm

Edition:
Condition: Poor

Jacket Condition: Poor

Pages: 351

Volumes: 0

Binding: Hardcover

Description: Back Board and Dust Jacket is Damaged .In This fascinating and richly illustrated book Louis MacNiece- poet,
playwright, and scholar takes an in astringent uprejiudiced look at Astrology in all its aspects. He examines all its
History respectable and otherwise presents the claims of both its supporters and its detractors and gives
examples of Astrological prophecies that came true.
Book Ref: ASL-003159

£ 4.00
Astrology
Author: Sheila Geddes

Publisher: Macdonald Guidelines
Book Size: 210mm x 150mm

Edition:
Condition: Good

Jacket Condition: Good

Pages: 96

Volumes: 0

Binding: Hardcover

Description: an ancient art which consists of the interpretation of the movements of the sun, moon and planets. The fact that it
is ancient does not of course make it valid . Modern Astrologers would consider that it is both a science and an
art. Like medicine, also Astrology has a great legacy from the past. Present day knowledge is built up on past
traditions and discoveries.
Book Ref: ASL-003161

£ 24.00
Modern Astrology
Author: Alan Leo

Publisher: Lyncroft Gardens

Edition:

Pages: 520

Book Size:

Condition: Fair

Volumes: 0

Binding: Hardcover

Jacket Condition:

Description: Browning to fep. General wear to book. Modern Astrology. The Asrologers Magazine,Established 1890. A
Monthly Magazine devoted to Occult thought and the study of Humanity The aim of knowledge is to put an end to
pain. Vol III Containing all the numbers for the year 1906
Book Ref: ASL-003164

£ 110.00
Seductive Art of Astrology
Author: Carole Golder
Edition:
Condition: Good

Publisher: Guild publishing
Book Size: 225mm x 125mm
Jacket Condition: Good

Pages: 190

Volumes: 0

Binding: Hardcover

Description: Are you still dreaming of that perfect lover, who remains just that- a dream ? The seductive Art of Astrology shows
you how by using Astrological sun signs, those dreams of love can become reality. A Questionnaire reveals what
you are really looking for in a partner and in which element ( Fire, Earth, Air, Water ) he or she is to be found. You
can then select which of the three signs within that element appeals to you most. An analysis of your own sun
sign indicates how your sign reacts with the rest of the zodiac in matters of love. Then follows advice on how to
hunt for and capture -that elusive dream lover. The more you understand his or her characteristics, the easier it
will be to sedce him. Seduction should be fun and Astrological seduction adds a whole new dimension to the
game of love.
Book Ref: ASL-003172

£ 6.00
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2007 Daily Planetary Guide
Author: Llewellyns

Publisher: Llewellyn
Book Size: 200mm x 149mm

Edition:
Condition: New

Pages: 206

Volumes: 0

Binding: Soft cover

Jacket Condition:

Description: This trusted planner contains an introduction to Astrology and data for tracking the sun, moon, and planrts. The
handy aspectarian includes the sign planets are in and listings for Eastern and Pacific time zones, as well as a
conversion table for other time zones, for your convenience, times in the calendar are adjusted for daylight saving
time.
Book Ref: ASL-003176

£ 4.00
Astrology 20 practical inspirations
Author: Helen Sudell

Publisher: Lorenz books
Book Size: 200 x 195mm

Edition:
Condition: Good

Pages: 64

Jacket Condition: Poor

Volumes: 0

Binding: Hardcover

Description: Dust Jacket is ripped in few places. A Delightful craft gift book on the exquisite themes of the zodiac with beautiful
items to make yourself. Includes 20 creative projects designed by leading artists all inspired by highly fashionable
astrological motifs from antique planetry symbols and classic interpretations to witty contemporary adaptions.
Every project is shown in clear step by step photographs from start to finish , with a wide range of simple craft
techniques from papier mache and decoupage to simple embrodery.
Book Ref: ASL-003178

£ 5.00
Secret Language of Birthdays
Author: Gary Goldschneider

Publisher: Ted Smart
Book Size: 270mm x 220mm

Edition:
Condition: As New

Jacket Condition: Poor

Pages: 832

Volumes: 0

Binding: Hardcover

Description: Dust Jacket is ripped. With the secret language of birthdays , learn which personalities were born on your bithday.
Study your Astrological sign and your personality profile . Not only does this fascinating and compelling book
illuminates your strenghts. Weaknesses and major concerns, but it also gives you practical advice and spiritual
Guidance, While you study your own profile, you will find it hard to resist examining those of family, friends,
colleagues and favoirite celebrities.
Book Ref: ASL-003180

£ 14.00
Astrology
Author: Louis Macneice

Publisher: Spring books

Edition: 1st Edition
Condition: Good

Book Size: 240mm x 170mm
Jacket Condition: Poor

Pages: 351

Volumes: 0

Binding: Hardcover

Description: Dust Jacket is torn and dirty. Lavish and beautifully illustrated volume surveying the whole field of Astrology
beginning with the strange fact that the Nazis imprisoned all their Asrolegers during the war, and including a great
deal of carefully researched Evidence
Book Ref: ASL-003181

£ 10.00
Horoscopes How to draw and interpret them
Author: Brian Innes
Edition:
Condition: Poor

Publisher: Black cat
Book Size: 290mm x 200mm

Pages: 88

Volumes: 0

Binding: Hardcover

Jacket Condition:

Description: Five pages are detached from middle of book. This is the first book on Astrology to be published for many years
in which the basic arithmetic behind the horoscope is fully explained to the reader. The Author shows how a
horoscope may be drawn from Astromomical data published in a nautical almanac,and clears away many of the
half understood concepts that have been introduced into Astrology to make it unnecessarily.
Book Ref: ASL-003182

£ 5.00
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Ephemeris of the planets places for 2007
Author: Unknown

Publisher: W.Foulsham & co
Book Size: 200mm x 120mm

Edition:
Condition: New

Pages: 48

Volumes: 0

Binding: Soft cover

Jacket Condition:

Description: You are holding the worlds longest serving Ephemeris published every year since 1819. It has survived for one
very good reason, it contains the most accurate calculations and information for the Astrologer. This is the right
tool for the business of calculating charts, and beginners in particular should tune into it if they aspire to produce
top Quality work.
Book Ref: ASL-003225

£ 1.00
Astrologers Handbook
Author: Frances Sakoian & Louis S. Acker
Edition:
Condition: Very Good

Publisher: Quill Harper Resource book
Book Size: 205 x 135mm

Pages: 459

Volumes: 0

Binding: Soft cover

Jacket Condition:

Description: The Astrologers Handbook with complete instructions for interpreting any natal charts & step by step instructions
for casting your own charts. For those who wish to actually cast their own charts, step by step directions are
provided. or for those who prefer special coupons are provided for purchasing personalized computer generated
horoscopes with complete tabulation of planerary aspects crossreferenced to the proper pages of this book.
Book Ref: ASL-003249

£ 12.00
Atlas of the Universe
Author: Mark A. Garlick
Edition:
Condition: As New

Publisher: Fog city press
Book Size: 330 x 260mm
Jacket Condition: As New

Pages: 304

Volumes:

Binding: Hardcover

Description: The illustated Atlas of the Universe is the ultimate guide to understanding both the universe and our place in it. It
combines hundreds of specially commisioned maps, diagrams, and illustrations, with the very latest colour
photographs of the cosmos to document our universe as never before. With detailed maps and diagrams, this
graphic atlas will take you on a journey of discovery from our home planet, through the Solar system, and on to
the milky way and beyond. But this book is more than just an atlas it is also a complete survey of the fascinating
worlds of Astronomy, Space exploration, and cosmology in the 21st century.
Book Ref: ASL-003533

£ 8.50
Astrology
Author: sheila Geddes
Edition:
Condition: As New

Publisher: Macdonald Guidelines
Book Size: 205 x 140mm
Jacket Condition: Good

Pages:

Volumes:

Binding: Hardcover

Description: Astrology is an ancient art which consists of the interpretation of the movements of the sun, moon and planets.
The fact that it is ancient does not, of course make it valid, but the very persistence of the Astrological tradition
over thousands of years suggests that it contains much of value. £3.50 postage and packing
Book Ref: ASL-003721

£ 23.00
Love Signs & You
Author: Skye Alexander
Edition:
Condition: Very Good

Publisher: Pasteur Publishing
Book Size: 275mm x 220mm
Jacket Condition: Very Good

Pages:

Volumes:

Binding: Hardcover

Description: The Ultimate Astrological guide to love sex and relationships. With this extraordinary resource you can Investigate
over 1, 000 zodiac sign readings from 1920-2002. Find your ideal astrological match for romance and sexual
desires. Unearth the astrological power of attraction between you and your love interest. Unveil past life
commections in your relationships. Find out which celebrities share your astrological make up. Locate planetary
profiles for more than 90 famous couples throughout history. Examine the astrological allure of over 100 sex idols.
View over 700 photographs of major figures and events in the world of romance. Explore nearly 80 in depth
reports all about love, sex, and relationships in the 20th century.
Book Ref: ASL-003722

£ 3.00
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Golden picture book of our sun
Author: Jene Lyon

Publisher: Adprint
Book Size: 275mm x 215mm

Edition:
Condition: Fair

Pages: 45

Volumes:

Binding: Hardcover

Jacket Condition:

Description: Boards are dirty and with edge wear. Browning to pages. Young Astronomers or would be astronomers will be
delighted with this factual adventure in space. There are lavish color pictures of the sun, planets, comets,
asteroids and moon of our solar system, including the earth and its atmosphere, the prominences and eclipses of
the sun, the moons of Jupiter, the rings of Saturn, the mountains of our moon, and the canals of mars, A
fascinating book for beginners.
Book Ref: ASL-003723

£ 5.50
Beyond the black hole Stephen Hawkings Universe.
Author: John Boslough

Publisher: Collins
Book Size: 215 x 140mm

Edition:
Condition: Fair

Jacket Condition: No Jacket

Pages: 126

Volumes: 1

Binding: Hardcover

Description: Boards are llaminated. Some pages are dirty. Book has general wear. ex lib with the usual stamps and markings.
Ultimately we have to find one consistent theory which will describe everything, But you know, once we find it, it
will rather take the fun out of theoretical physics.
Book Ref: ASL-003724

£ 5.00
Hubble. windows on the Universe
Author: Giles Sparrow
Edition:
Condition: New

Publisher: Quercus Books
Book Size: 350 x 135mm
Jacket Condition: New

Pages: 223

Volumes: 1

Binding: Hardcover

Description: Book is in mint condition. Llaminated Boards. The very latest and most dramatic images of the Universe taken by
the hubble Telescope. The Hubble Telescope is a technological wonder of our age that has fascinated millions
with its beautiful and awe-inspiring images of the Universe. It has revolutionizes the science of Astronomy,
revealing hitherto unknown secrets of planets, stars and Galaxies that have given us a perspective on the
Universe and we could never previously have imagined. Please enquire about postage as this is a very large and
heavy book.
Book Ref: ASL-003725

£ 30.00

For further details of any of the books that you are interested in please contact Antiquarian Bookseller on 01752
670555 or e-mail info@antiquarian-bookseller.co.uk
All prices are plus postage and packaging (Based on the size / weight of your order and the method of delivery
chosen). E&OE
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